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ABSTRACT

A theoretical study has been made of the physics of the

non-equilibrium superconductivity underlying the operation

of the superconducting microstrip phase shifter. The

penetration depth of some superconductors has been studied

and a relation between penetration depth and quasi-particle

density obtained. The power loss in transmission, in

superconductors, has been analyzed as a function of

frequency, to ascertain the limits of performance of the

phase shifter. The results show that the superconducting

phase shifter can operate at frequencies as high as the gap

(0.7 THz in Nb). Injection mechanisms, to locally weaken

superconductivity and perform strip line modulation have

been studied. A digital superconducting phase shifter is

proposed for use in Terahertz Imaging Radars. The above

studies show that the superconducting phase shifter offers

high performance, with very broad bandwidth and low power

dissipation and will fulfill a critical need in the design

and operation of mm and sub-mm wave imaging radars.
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INTRODUCTION

The design and operation of phased array antennas,

operating in the mm wave and sub-rm wave regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum is strongly dependent on the

availability of passive and active components such as

transmission lines, local oscillators, phase shifters,

etc.. Critical to the design of these systems is the

development of the phase shifter, since the beam from an

v, array can be scanned, or switched from one position to

another, in time limited by the switching speed of this

devicel. Current phase shifters based on conventional

technologies, cannot handle these frequency requirements.

Besides their limited bandwidth, conventional devices are

constrained by their power requirements.

}- Superconducting technology offers a high performance, very
broadband and low power, mm and sub-mm phase shifter based

on superconducting microstrip interferometers. This unique

phase shifter combines the physics of non-equilbrium super-

conductivity with high performance superconducting

transmission lines to achieve continuous modulation of the

phase velocity by electronic or optical means. Phase

shifters designed from these interferometers are expected

to provide extremely wide bandwidths (hundreds of

gigahertz), and very high speed (sub-nanosecond) responses

for wavelengths less than one millimeter. The thin film

fabrication of microstrips will ensure large scale

reproductability and permit numerous circuits on a wafer,

as recuired for a large number of phase shifters. In

addition to high resolution imaging radar applications, the

large ancw hs, small antenna sizes and narrow beamwidths

permitted at these frequencies, lend themselves to

applications in low-angle tracking, interference free

radar, cloud physics radar, electronic counter-

counter-meas'res (ECCM), fuzes and missile guidanceS.

page 2
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in this paper, we investigate the ohysics of non-

equilibrium superconductivity as it applies to the design

of superconducting phase shifters. We study propagation

and losses in superconducting transmission lines for the

K very high frequencies (hundreds of gigahertz), needed for

sub-mm wave operation of phase shifters. Results obtained

by various experimenters, are reported to show the

feasibility of the superconducting phase shifter.
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Pene-_raticn Deoth and Quasi-Particle DensIt:v

The London equations describing the behavior of super-

conductors in a magnetic field Oredict thaz currents and

magnetic fields in sucerconductors can exist only -4ithin a

layer of thickness /\L of the surface. \L is given

by 2

R 2 mn*/e-2n C) a 0

where m* is the effective pair mass

e* is the effective charge of a pair

nD is the density of Cooper pairs.

The superconducting state can be described 2 , as asserted

* by Ginzburg and Landau by a complex order parameter /

which vanishes at temperatures above Tc and whose magnitude

measures the degree of superconducting order at position

The macnitude of (E) may be identified in the

Ginzburg-Landau theory with the density of Cooper pairs,

.,.= n --- (2)€. P

Combining Ec. 1 and Eq. 2 we get

p2

' 2  /
L

Gorkov has shown 2 that is directly proportional to the

energy gap parameter A. This implies a relation between 7\

and A3,

Lt(nT) L (0,o) --- (4)

L(o,T A(n)

pace 4
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where n is the normalized excess cuasi-carticle dens:.'" *n

un i unis of 4 N(o) (o), N(o) beig the Boch fensit 7 f:

states. 7 is the temperature in Kelvin of the

superconducting sample. The value of n depends on

temoerature, magnetic field and quasi-particle injection.

The above phenomenological expression reveals that

significant modification of the penetration depth can be

realized through suppression of the energy gap by any of

the means mentioned above.

The dependence of energy gap on excess quasi-particle

density n, is given for small n, by 4

.(n) Z 1 - 2n

• A (0)

Combining Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 gives a relation between the

penetration depth and the excess quasi-particle density.

>LIoA-) I- 2n --- (6)

AL (n,T)

An increase in n thus leads t an increa se in thne

penetration depth.

L(o,T), in the above equations is the cenetration depth

at temperature T in absence of external certurbation. :t

is related to the penetration deoth at absol'2te zero (s'

by the semi-empirical relation 2

YA

, "( T) L ( 0 L I -- - - (T

Knowina the value of T: and at any other tenperature,

(c) can be obtained.
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For non-cranular type 11 superconductors such as niobium,

and lead cntaining I.mpurities such as Au, in or Bi, the

nenetration deoth has been shown to be depencent on the

residual resistivity(Tc). We have5

,/[f(TC ),T] = L (T).[i + P(T ) 1/2 ---(8)

L
Sj(o,T). (T ). I(T )

where is the coherence length

,P(Tc) is the residual resistivity

l(Tc) is the electron mean free path

J(o,T) is a BCS range function with values

between 1 and 1 .33 for T between o

and Tc

rO(Tc).l(Tc) is a constant for the material

and N\L(T) is the penetration depth from Ec. 7.

The penetration depth is thus increased from value / L(T)

by its dependence on the electron mean free path and

residual resistivity.

Fiu-re I shows the variation ofX L- vs. the residual

resIszvity P(Tc) for Nb films.

Since tne room temperature resisti-vit and residual

resistivity for niobium are related by Mathiessen's rule 6

as

P'. .oO K) -(10 K) z 14.5 LQ -C m --- (9)

L can also be obtained as a function of the room

temoerature resistivitv. The room temoerature resistivit'.:

can be convenientl'/ obtained from the scuare resistance

measu- -reen R(10CK) and the fllm tnickness c, as

(_P300 K) RO(300 K(

page 6
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Figure _shcs the relation between ene.... r n det c n

the resiual resistivity P (Tc) for lead containing

impurities. The fit to Eq. 8 is evident.
4..

Eq. 8 which is valid for non-granular type !I super-

conductors, is not valid in the case of NbN. Here the

Ginzburg- Landau theory for the BCS weak coupling case in

the dirty limit with strong coupling correction vields 7

?1/,

)\ L(o) = 95.3 (PTc(uJlcm)/Tc(K) ) --- (11)

The Ecs. 7, 8 and 11 relate penetration depth with

temperature and residual resistivity, which are the

parameters to be varied in implementation of the

superconducting phase shifter.

Exerimental evidence for the relation between penetration

depth and excess quasi-particle density has been provided by

Weinberg in his Master's Thesis8. Transmission line

modulation was achieved by the use of optical radiation to

suppress the energy gap, and also by temperature variation.

_J
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Loss in Sucerconduor and f'ecuency

Suoerconductiv_4v may be descrIbed- v a two -

where the Cocoer nairs z ive rise to only. a reactIve

impedance, while normal electrons have both reactance an:
resistance. The losses associated with this resistance are

very small and become important only at hich frequencies.

The classical skin effect carameter 3 is cive by9

3 = (2bu) /2---

where is the frecuencv

and a is the complex conductivitv.

The derivation for impedance and chase velocity zresentef

assume that the skin effect carameter 3 is mu- aarcer tnn

the London penetration depth L. At lower and moderate

frequencies, the skin effect parameter is about two orders

of magnitude greater than the superconducting penetration

depth. However, as car. be seen from Eq. 12, very hi - :

frequencies can significantly reduce the skin depth,

resultina in cower atsorzion. Since tne cenetrato e

4s a :unctic, on t mera re Eq. 7, lwe r

temperatures aid in the use of higher recuenc-es.

The condition that> L be small relative to the s,:n oeptn

implies an upper cutoff frequency fc, such that

f<< C/r~i) -(2

J.!

pa"e
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where fc may be inte-oreted as the upper cutoff f:rec uer

of ZhC wave propaca t ng in the stroline and e

cond uctivit% of the normal electrons, which may be

acoroximated by

"% ( ---( 14 )'{. o -(T/7T.) 4

where CS is the normal conductivity just above the critical

temcerature, To.

Both \L and C are dependent upon the electronic mean free

path, 1. :n the "clean" limit case, where 1 > ( is the%W b

zero temperature coherence length) , AL is nearly

independent of 1 whereas (U-1. Hence, in this case fo

-1. For thin samples, where the mean free oath becomes

thickness limited, i.e., 1 > film thickness, the clean

limit fc will saturate. Also, if 1 >5 the anomalous skin

effect dominates.

In the "dirty" limit, ( - 1-i and a- 1

(ecuivalentlv --1) fc becomes independent of 1

For niobium assuming >L : 350 , = Lo and Gr=C, as a

lower bound with - -i o 50 10-9 2- m, the criterion
N

for a lossless line, Eq. 13 is

f << 2 * 1012 Hz = fc --- (15a)

For NbN assuming XN = 3000 and r = 500 * 10- 9 Cm,
N

the criterion for a lossless line is

f << 4 - 1012 Hz fo ---(15b)

The hiaher cut-off frecuencv for hicher Tc superccnduct:rS

(e.c. NbN versus .b) is of great sgnificance to the

[ page 9
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development of the superconducting phase shifter. Using the

newly developed material Ba-La-Ca-O10, critical

temperatures as high as 40K can be obtained. This would

imply extremely high (tens of terahertz) cut-off .reouencv.

The simplification to the cryogenics, in reducing the

close-cycle refrigerator to a single stage may also be noted.

Recent experiments by C.C. Chi et.al.11 with coplanar

superconducting niobium transmission lines have achieved

dispersion-free pulse propagation upto 0.7 THz (which

corresponds to the energy gap in their sample). Little

attenuation is observed below the superconducting gap

frequency but strong attenuation above it.

*These experimental results agree well with the theoretical

predictions of the Mattis-Bardeen formulation of complex

conductivity in superconductors1 2 . Higher transmission

frecuencies can be achieved if a larger gap superconducting

material such as NbN is used.

BCS theory cives a better estimate of surface imoedance than

the two-fluid model used in Eq. 14. The surface resistance

4 n microwave cavities is described2 by (for fw < A(T) and T

< 0.5 To)

F_? (Cu_ exp[- (T)/k TI + R --- (16)
TB a

where C is a constant and Ro a temperature independent

residual surface resistance.

Below the energy gap frequency (0.72 THz for niobi'm at

4.2K), the surface resistance of a sucerconductor is orders

of magnituse smaller than that of a normal metal, such as

copper. Also, the surface reactance below the energy gap

varies as w, makin it appear exactly as an inductor. Th..s

* page 10



orooertv vields a strizilne with a very 1ow isoersi:n.

N'> Above the energy gap, a superconductor behaves like a

normal metal of conductivity -N.

The attenuation CedB is related to the real oart of the

propagation constant 1 3  (Y--VZY where Z is the series

impedance and Y the shunt admittance of a unit length of

line) by

adB = 20Log1cRe(-Y) --- (17)

Fig. 3 compares the attenuation in dB/m of striolines of

copper and niobium at 4.2K. The suoerioritv of the niobium

strioline at frequencies below 2_1 /1 is evident.

HYPRES has the facility and technology to fabricate films

of NbN for the measurement of surface resistance. Fig. 4

shows recent results of measurements of the surface

imoedance o: NbNi fabricated at HYPRES1 4 . Figs. 5 and 6

show results for the 7 to 10 GHz frequency range5.

'TYPRES is continuing in its efforts to fabricate NbN films

of low surface resistance. Fig-. 7 shows the variation of

the surface resistance of niobium and lead as a function of

temoerature. Fig. 8 shows studies by NRL and MIT Lincoln

Labs comzaring the RF loss of niobium and niobium nitrzde

as a function of temperature.

page 11
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n :n-ectizn Me ni1, s rs

As shown in the earlier sections, suppression of The enerav

gap and increase in the penetration depth can be achieved

by increasing the number of quasi-particles in the super-

conductor.

Three mechanisms cossible for quasi-particle injecti n are:

a) heat

b) optical irradiation

c) by electrical injection

Weinberg8 has demonstrated modulation of phase velocity

4n superconducting strip lines by simple temperature

variation of the cryogenic environment. By raising the

temperature to near Tc, reduction of the phase velocity of

the strip line of approximately 75% has been observed. The

, experimental results verify Eqs. 4 through 7.

The relation between chase velocity Vp and X for a

micrcstrip line is civen by3

.0 N
-' t A to

Ii

where di is the transmissicn line thickness

dg is the ground plane thickness

and to is the thickness cf the insulator.

From this ecuation, suporession of the energy gap of either

the strip line or the around plane superconductors, will
increase the corresconding penetration decths, and

0 therefore decrease the phase velocitv.

Spage 12



.The inductance of the stripline per unit length can be deduced

from eq-uation 18.

L o~ = ~ N , 1+",coth d;i C*t dc (1 8a)
W .o Xi

- to 9. t

Where W is the width of the stripline. The capacitance of the

transmission line per unit length is simply civen by:

C (18b)

0

Where E is the dielectric constant of the medium. From

Vp transmission line theory, the time delay per unit length is given

by

T ILC (18c)

., ..."

S

+/

O- (7 * Ni coth d" -_c :d:i

to t

pace 13
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Consequently:

-4-coth d,' coth d A }%

2 X coth d; \cco-:hda

--d--_ ct di gJ x

0i to

Where ST is the additional time delay casued by the chance in t.e

penetration depth of the stripline due to quasiparticle in.ecicn

-n order to get a numerical value for 8T we assume that

dg = 3000 A
C

di = 3000 A

ki =>'g = 3000 A ( Sf
4o

t 3o00 A0

e= 4.0

and Xi = 0.05 i

The last ecuation, as we see later, restricts the c-anre _n

the line impedance to a much less than 5%, which is desireabzje

we -.eed to maintain the transmission line impe'-ce cl:se to

s e 7 i -ir n value e ua-icns !Be and fw' --E

result in

5 T = 0.026 E ( Sg)

I
page 14
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or the pnase shift for a 100 GHz si nal is

J= ¢5T= 111.9 rad/rn = 6.4 degrees/mm

As the film thickness (d,) decreases, the kinetic inductance cf

the transmissicn Line becomes a stroncer function of the

quasiparticle density. Consequently, one can arbitrari>y increase

0' the nhase shift for a fixed length of superconductor by aojus - --

p0 the strio'ine :!nickness. For instance, in the case of the

previous example, reducing d. to 1000 A results in 15 decreesimm

.hase shi .. . the same chance in the penetration deptc.

-rom Z =%/,/C an7 Euat4cn 18c we cet

5- = 5 :

and 7

,. r 6z =

%5,', Using nume -rca.= values givyen by Eccazicn 13a 'hance n

-- the impedance Ls

,- .... ezi a and rec'_res an :R source wit' 2C
* nW/' n2 incensi"'; to accc, L=I " such phase shifts.

page 15
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A more novel technicue for phonon Injection cudbe --o

'A ootcallvillumr.nated semiconductors sunas S5: or*C~s

This method has been used by I-guchi, for phnon

dezectic&n'6 . Licht is transmitted th-rouch an optical

fiber onto a Si or GaAs wafer. A film of aluminum and

silicon, nitride sezarates the Fs-licon from the Junc!tioncr

our case the strip lin-e). The aluminum prevents dilrect

transm-,ssion of licht onto the phonon sensor and the

sili-con nitrid-e isolates the aluminum.

% ~A variation. of this technique coud-_ be used to inject_

cnonons into the strip line or the cround olane. Phocnons

whose enercv is creater than the eneray can contribute to

-he pair-breaking process in, the superconductor. The cap

reduction is proportional to the number of phonons incid-:ent

on, tne film per unit time.

The above technicue used by 7guchi for o-honon detection by

a tunnel junction, can be modified to obtain a chance -'

penetration depzh and strip line modulation. The rescnse

timne is, in pr4 icizne, de-termnined bythe nnz

---------re or a sucerconcuct:or and can 'be o' croer c

nanosecc._ssrles

Gap suppression by irradiation with licht has bDeen

demons tra ted byv several exnerimmentcrs, most recentl' y

investicators at YRi ,. raatn

raciat:ion oroduces cus-at..e nte suce r:cnc ctminz

film by the breaki-no of Cooper pairs, in acccrtrance wL-tn

5c haPS -s investic=ated4 the rescnse z

sucer~nA~~thin* films, josechscn ntrsac

orf -ce non:nctio ns to radcma:ton in

n, as ca rt- an -"R n c- e c't tc ru

Lmaoze zrocesSm-n,: ssem. xtrem'_%-..

cr-r have C e en a tamne -i z

rdaqe 16
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and arrays in the entire wavelength range. Such high

responsivities are not possible in an entire wavelength

range using conventional techniques.

Fig. 9 shows the I-V curves of a Josephson junction and of

an array of 50 such junctions, with and without exposure to

infrared radiationl8 . The suppression in gap on

irradiation is clearly evident. HYPRES is currently

working actively on Phase 7I of the image processor project

to further enhance the device sensitivity and build an

integrated image processor using superconducting

technology.

Weinberg 8 has shown that the phase velocity in

superconducting strip lines can be modulated by irradiation

% 'with an argon ion laser. The penetration depth increased

by a factor of 1.78, corresponding to a 44% change in gap

energy. The maximum reduction in phase velocity was 28%

(see Eq. 18); the self-inductance increased by a dramatic

92% over its value in the equilibrium state and the

'"" impedance was observed to undergo a maximum chance of 40%.

:n these experiments, the sample was d.rectlv illuminated

with laser licht. Light could also be guided onto the

sample using a fiber. The evanescent portion of an optical

q-uided wave has also been used in an integrated optic

experiment to locally weaken superconductivity in thin

films of ead 9 . This last technique has the advantage

of permitting a precise determination of parameters such as

the geometry of the iluminated region.

The response time to optical 411".inaticn has been studied

by several groups. :n ceneral, the recombination time Is

not that of =uasi-narticles alcrne. ?onons created y niz

ener.:v ,uasJ-articles, can Jeca;," to procuce more :uasi-

particles, leadlng to a caszai _. The rescnse time :an

pace 17
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then be I imited by-% the pconon escape ti:me , raher tnan

cu as i-2,a rtol e re cmzI na t Ion t ime . S t is by Cie.1

with pcocsecond laser pulses, have shown --he chnrir esca:.e

tme to -e ot corder of n-anose-cnds in lead.

'ap) suooression :n a sucercono,_uct'ng thin film byv e'ectron~c

inj ection, has been studied mainly with a viewoo-nt or

utilizing the properties in devices such as the

Quitercn 21 . :n this 6evice, a tu-nnel junc-ton is used as

a means of ln~ecting cuas-zarticles and suppres sing the

cao. For tne ourzcoses of weakening superconductivi-tv, it is

not necessary to have the current -flow throuch, th'e device or

interest itself. Current flow in1 a control line, 4

;roximitv to tne cevice, can. be used to control :he ci

current.

Whil4'e all three injection mechanisms; heat, lhtand

e'ectrcnic, are caoable of producing gap suppression and

str-4clne mnculation, a conclusiocn as to which mechanism is

most e-f::cient and suitable would depend on the actual! chase

shifer esicn under consideration.

1 ;:irst st=c toad-he d:esion and fca-rication or a Znase

shifter wudbe to study the effects of optical -rada!:in

.3 on SQ" :D) circuits. The change in resonance frequency on

irraciat:-on could be studied as a -function of: Intensi-tv,
0 wavelenatn- ano the circuit carameters sucn as Indu,-tace

~YE' as already accuired_ the necessary ecui.;_cinent'

requ"r-3 to demonstrate the e-ffect-s of: ctical

on uoncircuits.

frhrstep leadin to the actual lmclementa-in f :- ,

and suc:_-m wave onhase s:trwould ce to zes--an,

:azrr-zate act.a. pnase SIi--ing elements. Two types o

0 znase sn Ift-ers are orcsc h ~s sa cecnu..

%U page 1
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microstr- interferometer (see !Fg. 10) where a transmiss:n

line is split into two parts and then recombined.

Quasi-particle in-ection into anyt one of the two limbs wouli4

cause a chance in the phase velocity in that limb (as given

by Eq. 15) and a subsequent phase shift in the recombining

signals.

c h iter design could be a superconducting

-' microstrip resonant ring (see ric. 11). Here the resonance

frequency of the ring is changed by quasi-particle

injection, owin .to the change 4n phase velocity. This

desicn has the advantace that attenuation can also be

measured as a function of cuasi-particle intection. HYP.S

has the capability to design and fabricate both of these

phase shifters.

After the prooerties of phase shifting under cuasi-particle

injection are studied using such phase shifters as

microstrip interferometers and resonant rings, a practical

realization of mm and sub-mm wave phase shifters can be

achi.eved with th. e knowledce cained from these studies. Such

a pase sh - - er romises h erormance, 4i broad

bandwidth and low power dissipation, and will fulfill a

crucial need in the area of phased array antennas and

imaging radars. To this end, HYPRES proposes the design o:

a digital sucerconducting phase shifter described in the

next section.

* .page 19
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Dicital Sucerconductina Phase Shifter

HYPRES proposes the development of an N-bit supercond ucting

phase shifter. Such a phase shifter has 2N steps, with a

phase shift per step of
V.,.

2- (19)

Fig. 12 shows a 3-bit phase shifter with an electrical

control mechanism. The RF circuit is simply a

superconductina microstrip line with three Josephson

4 junctions underneath the ground plane. By controlling the

bias current of the Josechson junctions to inject cuasi-

particles into the ground plane, the London penetration

depth changes which subsequently alters the phase velocity.

The 3-bit digital control is provided by three separate

Josephson junctions. The first junction covers the

microstrio line length for a 180* phase change. The second

-" ~ junction covers half the length of the first one for a 900

phase chance. The third junction covers half the lncth of

the second one for a 4_f0 chase chance. For an N-bit chase

shifter, with N3, the bisecting car be repeated and more

sections added.

An optical version of this 3-bit phase shifter is also

proposed (see Fig. 13). A uniform light exposure to eacn

recion will --rvide the recuired phase shift, by means cf

quasi-particle injection via pair breaking in the

superconductor. The cuasi-sarticle injection can also be

accomplished by the use cf octical wavegui"'es, usinc the

fri-ne field of the guided laser 1_4t. -he expected
c erformance of such a 3-bit shifter is described as follows:

1 page 20
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(I) Frecuencv Rance

Since niobium has a cut-off frequency a' 7? CH=,

the operating frequency for a niobium phase shice en tes

sub-millimeter range. Niobium nitride has a much higher

cut-off frequency than that of niobium, and the operating

frequency for a niobium nitride phase shifter reaches the

terahertz range.

(2) Frecuencv Band

The phase shift of a TEM mode or quasi-TYE.. mcc e

transmission line is proportional to the frequency.

Therefore, the relative bandwidth of a plain transmission lne

phase shifter is limited by the tolerance of the phase sn't

'For instance, according to Equation (19), the step of a 3-bit

phase bhifter is

2, 7 (20)
450

,, '2 3

' 'f20% ofA i.e., -9* is the allowed obese

to Ierance, then the realtve bandwidth can be calculate,-- as

." 'o lows

-,A =. 9 0 -9 0 ) 18 0 (2 1)
. ... 5.7%
f 130'+90'+45* 31 50

Even so, '-he albsolute ban,"w~dth fr terahertz

opera tin.g frequencies is very wide (several tens to the

hundred of GHz).

3) Attenuatiocn

The attenuation of a sucerconducting phase

shifte isd__m_ e_ b....., the total length as well as the

attenuation constant of the transmission line. The

; page 21
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aenuation constant of a superccnducting line dependJs on

the temperature, 'frequency andA material. For noim h

attenuation constant is at least an order of magnitude lower

than that of the conventional line. For n iobium nitr i _e ,

is even lower.

(4) Mismatch

For a clamn microstrio line, there is no

di4scontinuity causing mismatch, which is the great advantage

of a superconducting phase shifter over a conventional one.

"h e phase velocity Vo and characteristi4c impeda nce Zc of

a TEM line are given by:

VO 1/= (22)

Z cC (23)

When the cuasi-oart4cles are ir-ected -zo vanv

L, according toEquation (22),thpasveoiycng.

Athe same time, liowever, according to Ecuation (23), the

c-aracteristi c imnedance chances as well. This e

* .causes mismatch and also chances the attenuation. This

mismatch can be minimized bv increasinc the total lenczn:' of

the ine . The longer length requires less chance o 7 th e

inductance Lfor the same amount of phase shifft.

Therefore, it reduces the mismatch. A comoromise has to be

.W made in onter to achieve a good match and low attenuation at:

the same time.

0."

The onerating speed of; the-_ ronutn

* ~~~~z'ase shifter is deter-mined4 by the sicigtieo

teontica - rial contlln(: Mecn-an4 S7m n bconh
a' cs es , te s w n,:c ome can b e s-or7t er th an a n anoCse c n.

page 22
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-I-e N-bi4t -44igi,' S,;e -4,, dC ti4rg C- a Se Shfr 1I 47lfilr

a crirtical nee- in Terahertz lmacinc Rad ar Syste-s. ucn a

chase shifter offers high Derformance, with very brcad

width and low ocwer dissicatio.. The simplicitv of: t-e

design makes it possible to achieve a highly integrated

c;rCU4 - by including 'he phase shiftZer and other RF dIevices

on a simple chip.
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CONCLUS :CN

in this paper, we have studi4ed the physics of non-

ecuilIu sucerconductivi-ty underlying "he operation of:

the superconducting phase shifter. Relations between

quasi-D article density, energy gap and penetra tion deot

have been derived. These relations show that

quasi-Darticle in--ection by external means, can be used to

-. alter the penetration depth and hence, produce strioline

modulation. Superconductive transmission lines are seen to

be oerable to :'requencies of" hundreds of" gigahertz,

corresponding to the rmi and sub-mm wavelengths required '

Phased array antennas and other applications. This studV

shows that the superconducting phase shifter offers hich

nerrformance, With1 very broad bandwidth and low Docwer

dissization. This will -fulfill1 a crucial need in the area

of mm and sub-mmi wave phased azray antennas and Teranertz

:maging Radars. A digit-alI superconducting N-bit phase

snifter based on the microstrIp transmission line is

oro0cset' zr 7,cLe me n -_aIon Ter "aerz7i ag n g zea s .
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